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Pirates blockjaguars 59-57

Adult student
information session

Armstrong is offering
an Information Session
Feb. 9 at 10 a.m. in
the Armstrong Center.
Students interested in
furthering their education
will learn all about
admissions, financial aid
and academic programs
that can help enhance
their skills and careers.
Students can also check
out the course offerings
and pick up core classes
during the flex-term
session which starts
March 5. The event is
free and open to the
public.

Student breaks
elevator

On Feb. 11 at 6 p.m.
the office of MultiCultural Affairs will host
"The Crossroads of
Freedom and Equality,"
Celebrating the
Connection of Cultures.
The event will examine
the commonalities and
distinct uniqueness
between the cultures
and evaluate ways in
which these communities
can foster a stronger
relationship. For more
information, email OMA@
Armstrong.edu or call
912-334-2618. This
event will be held in the
Ogeechee Theater and
it is free and open to the
public.

Black and AfricanAmerican stereotypes
panel discussion

Savannah Book
Festival

Forty Armstrong students
are invited to attend an
exclusive student event
with best-selling novelist
David Baldacci, Feb, 17,
2 p.m., at the Southern
Motors/Acura Showroom.
Attendance is on a firstcome, first-served basis
and open to all students.
Sign up by Feb. 7, 5 p.m.
at University Hall 249-B.
For more information,
contact Dr. William
Belford, william.belford@
armstrong.edu

Masquers present
"Cactus Flower" by Abe
Burrows
On Feb. 14-17, the
Armstrong Masquers
Theater troupe will
present "Cactus Flower"
by Abe Burrows, a light
and romantic comedy
about a philandering
dentist who keeps his
many affairs at bay by
claiming to be married
with children. The show
begins at 7 p.m. in
Jenkins Hall. Seating is
limited, so audiences
are recommended to
purchase tickets in
advance.

Crime
Blotter
Compiled from police reports

Celebrating the
connection o f cultures

The office of MultiCultural Affairs will host
"The Crossroads of
Freedom and Equality"
Feb. 12 at 6:30 p.m.,
a panel discussion
about Black/AfricanAmerican Stereotypes,
will be comprised of
representatives from
Armstrong faculty, staff,
and student populations.
The panelists will
discuss the reality of
how stereotypes have
plagued and continue to
be a burden not only to
African-Americans but to
society as a whole. This
event will be held in the
Student Union Ballroom
and is free and open to
the public.
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Windward

University Police Department
Officer
Crystal
Simmons
reported
to
Windward
Commons in reference to
the east wing elevator being
nonoperational.
Simmons
discovered the elevator door
was jammed open on the first
floor.
"Our concern was how
would [handicapped students]
get out in case of a fire," said
Deputy Chief Wynn Sullivan.
Video' footage showed a
white male hitting the door
while exiting the elevator Jan.
14 at 8:45 p.m. While in the
elevator, the male hit multiple
buttons as well as placed his
foot in the doorway to stop
the door from closing. Two
other individuals were in the
elevator with him at the time.
The male was identified
by the area coordinator for
Windward along with one of
the other individuals.
.
Simmons spoke to the
male Jan. 15 at 8:30 p.m. He
admitted to knowing he broke
the elevator and claimed he
was just playing. Simmons
inquired about alcohol use
during the incident, which he
Photo by Brittany Cook
denied.
Above: No. 32 Antoine Williford dunked the ball in the basket. Williford got a double-double for the Jan. 31 game
against Augusta State with 16 points and 13 rebounds.
^
"The student admitted to
Left: No. 2 Aric Miller makes a layup against Augusta State Jan. 31. Miller scored 18 points and made nine rebounds
doing the damages and is going
during the game.
to be responsible for paying
for the repair," Sullivan said.
"It was an accident. The
student did not plan on
breaking it. He was goofing off
17
games
that
[Miller]
didn't
and
unfortunately broke a very
off, the Pirates got the ball the Pirates managed to let
show
up,"
said
Jeremy
Luther,
expensive
piece of equipment."
Augusta
State
come
back
from
but allowed the Jaguars to put
an eight-point (47-39) deficit Armstrong's men's basketball
points on the board first.
.
In offense, the Pirates and take the lead by putting head coach. "But that didn't iPhone goes missing
Officer Megan Zike reported
struggled a bit. With a first up 11 unanswered points. deter the other players. We
half field goal percentage of Having no time to slack off, persevered, made stops and to UPD headquarters in
26 percent, they managed to the defense came alive and got the win. That's what good reference to a stolen iPhone.
keep a lead over the Jaguars at showed their prominence teams do: find a way to win A professor in University Hall
the end of the first half, which by ending the game with the when the best player isn't went to her first morning class
producing."
Jan. 22. Only one student was
they gave much credit to their score of 59-57.
But
senior
Antroine in the classroom, so she set her
As usual, Pirates' guard
amazing defensive efforts'.
stepped
up. belongings on the table and
Because
of
their Aric Miller was the top scorer Williford
explosiveness, the Pirates for the game, but that didn't Williford, with his 13 rebounds went to the restroom.
When she went to turn the
created back-to-back scoring come without many struggles. and 16 points, gained his
possessions that helped them Ending the game with a 7-26 second double-double for volume down on her phone
keep their lead for most of FG-FGA stat, this has been the season. Even with his later, it wasn't there, so she
the game and make key stops one of those rare games where impressive stats, Williford thought she must have left it in
Miller didn't produce his was mostly happy with the her car or office. However, the
when needed.
With about eight minutes usual results.
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"This is the first time in
left on the game clock,

After seven straight losses to Augusta St, the curse is finally over
ByDEONTAEPARR
Staff Writer
The stands were packed.
Students were cheering and
jeering and jumping up and
down in the stands. Few
people remained in their
seats by the end of the men's
basketball game Jan. 31, where
the Pirates finally overcame
a multiyear losing streak to
longtime rival Augusta State
"University.
The Pirates, who narrowly
won their matchup 59-57,
are now 11-6 overall and 7-3
in the PBC. The men's team
took to the court at 7:30 p.m.,
immediately following the
women's game. With the tip

JROTC invades Armstrong
By BRITTANY COOK
copy.inkwell@gmail.com
Hundreds of armed and
unarmed cadets frdm high
schools around the area
marched onto campus Feb. 2
at 9 a.m. as Armstrong's ROTC
hosted a drill competition on
the Intramural Field for the
second year.
"We've been hosting it
at Armstrong," said Elijah
Walden,
a
member
of
Armstrong's ROTC, senior,
and physics and engineering
major. "This is the second
time we've hosted it here, but
it's been going on for longer
than that."
JROTC squads from Ware
County,
Liberty
County,
Savannah High School, Beach
High School, Richmond Hill
High School, Benedictine

Military School, Bradwell
Institute
Windsor
Forest
High School and Groves High
School competed in the event.
"Generally, it's high school
students that fall under cadet
command six brigade," Walden
said. "It's local schools."
There were a variety of
events for each team to
participate
in,
including
squad and platoon, drill and
ceremony, and exhibition,
and each event had several
subcategories.
"Those are the bases of it,
but there's also color guard
and drill teams," Walden
said. "And there's different
categories such as unarmed
and armed, female, mixed
male."
While waiting to compete,
the cadets practiced on the
field or in the parking lot.

They also napped in their
buses until their event started
and enjoyed a relaxing area
stocked with refreshments
during their down time.
"They call it the situation
room, but it's like a break
area," Walden said. "[The
students
are]
generally
scattered about."
Some
students
spent
the time thinking about
their performance in the
competition.
"I messed up on a right
flank," said Patrice Miller, a
freshman at Liberty County
High School who participated
in female squad unarmed
regulation drills. "I was out of
step when we started, but I got
myself together by the end.
'.'One thing I'd change about

JROTCj PAGE 6
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Sports

[2].

Calendar
Basketball

Women's
vs. Augusta St.
at UNC Pem.
at Flagler

L, 66-42
L, 81-78
Feb. 7
at 5:30 p.m.
Feb. 9
at 1:30 p.m.

February 7, 2013

Pirates take Rams by horns

Armstrong baseball sweeps WSSU at home in opening series
By ALAN SMITH
Staff Writer

The
Armstrong
Pirates
began their season Feb. 1. The
team started the season with
Men's
a three-game home series
vs. Augusta St.
W, 59-57 over two days against the
at UNC Pem.
L,83-78 Rams of Winston-Salem State
at Flagler
' Feb. 7 University. The Pirates did not
at 7:30 p.m. waste any time adding wins to
vs. USC Aiken
Feb. 9 their win column, sweeping the
at 3:30 p.m. Rams to go 3-0 for the year.
The team prepared for the
To watch the Pirates at Flagler,
season opener up until the start
go to ustream.tv/FlaglerAthletof the game.
ics
"Being the first game, we
knew there would be a mental
drain, so we had to get a
good night's sleep, chug some
vs. Winston-Salem St W, 6-5 water during the game and
vs. Winston-Salem St W, 12-7 get there early at 9 a.m.," said
vs. Winston-Salem St W, 2-0 junior infielder Will Thomas.
vs. Concord
Feb. 8 "Seniority helped with the
at 2 p.m. tasks, and coach had us
vs. Concord
Feb. 9 prepped for the games."
at 1 p.m.
The Pirates started the season
vs. Concord
Feb. 10 with junior pitcher Juan Vera
at 2 p.m. on the mound, taking on last
seasons Central Intercollegiate
Athletic Association baseball
champions. The Pirates drew
first blood in the bottom
Women's
of the third inning against
at Kiawah Island Intercolle WSSU pitcher Jordan Carlton.
giate
Armstrong
junior
third
7th of 18 teams
baseman Chase Butler hit an
at World Golf Village Invita
RBI single putting Armstrong
tional
up 1-0.
Feb. 10
Once Butler broke the ice,
at World Golf Village Invita
the
Pirates and Rams traded
tional
jabs
throughout the game with
Feb. 11
WSSU grabbing a 3-1 lead
Men's
off a three-run home run in
at Matlock Collegiate Classic
the top of the fourth inning.
Feb. 11
Armstrong was able to get back
at Matlock Collegiate Classic
into the game with another
Feb. 12
RBI single by Thomas in the
bottom of the same inning, but
they were still down by one
run.
A
In the top of the fifth inning,
vs. Fla. Tech
W, 9-1 WSSU added another run to
vs. Fla. Southern
W, 3-0 their lead and maintained the
vs. Lynn
W, 3-0
lead until the bottom of the
vs. Saint Leo
W, 2-0
vs. Tusculum
Feb. 9
at 11 a.m.
vs. Lees-McRae
Feb. 9
at 3 p.m.
vs. Tusculum
Feb. 10
at 11 a.m.
vs. Lees-McRae
Feb. 10
at 3 p.m.
vs. USC Aiken

Baseball

Golf

Softball

sixth when Chris Zittrouer,
senior first baseman for the
Pirates, launched a solo home
run. Zittrouer's home run was
followed by a sacrifice fly from
Mike Barnhill to tie the game
at four all.
Over the course of the
seventh inning, Armstrong and
WSSU traded runs tying the
game at five. The Pirates were
able to halt the Rams' offense
at the top of the eighth inning
and senior center fielder, Casey
Maloney, offered up a sacrifice
fly to right field scoring Will
Thomas from third for the goahead run.
Armstrong sent in Butler to
preserve the lead and get the
save, which Butler provided
handily taking the Rams for
three up and three down,
grabbing the season opener for
the Pirates.
The second day of the series
began with 224 fans climbing
into the bleachers at Pirate
Field to watch the Pirates play
the Rams in a doubleheader.
Although the team won their
opener, they knew they still
had work to do against WSSU.
"After a hard fought win,
we knew the doubleheader
would be tough, and we would
need to be mentally focused,"
said freshman infielder, Cody
Sherlin.
The squad had a strategy
going into the doubleheader.
"[We] wanted to get lots of
strikes and stay ahead in the
count," Butler said.
Armstrong
started
lefthanded pitcher Mitchell Dolan,
a junior, in his first game as
a Pirate. The Rams wasted
no time getting a run on the
board, putting Armstrong
down by one going into the
bottom of the first.
Luckily for the Pirates,
there were still eight innings
left in regulation, and they

Photo by Brittany Cook

No. 26 Mitchell Dolan opens the baseball season-opening series against Winston-Salem State
Feb. 2. Armstrong won series 3-0.
proceeded to put a hefty
lead on Winston-Salem. R.J.
Dennard hit a base-clearing
double into the left-center
gap providing a 3-1 lead for
the Pirates heading into the
second.
In the bottom of the third
inning the Pirates pounded
the Rams for four more runs
with one-RBI single from
Zittrouer, a two-RBI single by
Thomas and Zittrouer coming
home on a double play by
sophomore Cody Rushing.
Winston-Salem came back
in the next two innings, but

Armstrong managed to dig
deep and pull out a 12-7 win.
They kept the momentum
going into their third game of
the series winning 2-0.
The team felt good about the
sweep, but they know there is
still work to be done.
"It's a good start," Butler
said. "It was a team goal to get
the sweep, but we won't sit on
it and are looking ahead to the
next game."
"It was a good feeling, after
all the fall preparation, going
3-0 was a great," Sherlin said.
Thomas agreed.

Jaguars overtake Lady Pirates

enms
Women's
vs. Kennesaw St.
vs. Saint Leo

Feb. 8
at 2 p.m.
Feb. 10
at 10 a.m
Feb. 10
at 10 a.m

Intramurals
Co-Rec Basketball
George Sucks
2-0-0
Brick House
2-0-0
The Fightin'Sam Axleys 1-2-0
firebreathingrubberduckie 1-2-0
Raining 3's
0-2-0

Men's Basketball
Team Elite
Boondocks
Da Pote
Transformers
Team Stacked
Alex's Friends
Caucasian Invasion
Goon Squad
Pikes
SHOWTIME
Z Bo
RBW
Gunk Boys
Kappa Sigma

2-0-0
1-0-0
1-0-0
1-1-0
1-1-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-1-0
0-1-0
0-1-0
0-1-0

Women's Basketball
Team Takeover
Sloppy Joes
HAM
Emily and Company
AST Anchors

2-1-0
2-1-0
2-2-0
1-1-0
0-2-0

Pirates kept pace and eventually
cut the lead to one, 67-66, with
37 seconds left on two free
throws by Klewicki-McNutt.
Wayne Mack scored two free
throws with seven seconds left
to put the Braves back up by
three, but Klewicki-McNutt
took a pass from sophomore
Dee Hayward and drained a
three with just one second left
to send the game into double
overtime.
The last time that Armstrong
women's basketball played in a
double-overtime game was Jan.
26,1991, an 85-81 loss at Francis
Marion.

Men's
vs. Saint Leo

"[The sweep] felt good.
[Going] 3-0 is what we are
trying to do, but also trying to
not let it get to our heads. Our
goals are to go on to the Peach
Belt, Regional, and National
Championships."
The team is stacked with
talent and should not have a
hard time achieving their goals.
"Mentally, this is one of the
best teams we have had in
years," Barhill said. "There are
lots of veterans who have been
with the team four or five years
who know what to expect and
can help the younger guys."

No. 22 Bryonna Davis does a pull up jumper in a close game against Augusta State.
ByDEONTAEPARR
Staff Writer
The Armstrong Pirates came
outofthejan.31 matchup against
conference rival, Augusta State,
with split emotions. The Lady
Pirates came up short against
the Lady Jaguars and were the
unfortunate recipients of the
44-66 loss.
With the loss, they start a
two-game losing streak and
now hold a 7-10 overall record
and a 2-8 Peach Belt Conference
record.
At 5:30 p.m., the women's
team tipped off. The Lady
Pirates gained possession first.
However, it was the Jaguars
who scored the first points. For

several minutes, both teams kept
their scores close by. answering
their opponents' baskets with
one of their own.
That changed as the game
progressed, with the Lady
Jaguars going on a 14-0 run
against the Pirates' defense.
Armstrong averaged 20 percent
from the floor in the first half
and allowed Augusta State to
shoot about 44 percent from the
floor, thus allowing them to go
to halffime with the lead at 3117.
The Lady Pirates' defense was
to blame for their loss.
"Frustrating," said Pirates'
guard, Tori Klewicki-McNiitt.
"We gave up too many
wide-open shots and didn't

Photo by Brittany Cook

communicate with each other."
Klewicki-Mcnutt, the Pirate's
top scorer for the night with
seven points, spoke on how
they must improve defensively
so they must progress in future
games.
"Working on boxing out, not
allowing second chances, and
causing turnovers are all things
we have to get better at."
"Though we had some good
shots, we just couldn't get the
ball to fall," said head coach
Matt Schmidt. "Looking toward
the future, we will work on that
and establish a game plan for
success."

Braves outlast Pirates in
double overtime
When

the

Lady

Pirates

traveled to UNC Pembroke,
Klewicki-McNutt's
threepointer with one second left
forced the first double-overtime
game played by Armstrong's
women's basketball in more
than 22 years, but the Braves
outlasted the Pirates in the
second extra period for an 81-78
victory Feb. 2 in Pembroke, N.C.
The Braves improved to 1010 overall and 4-7 in conference
play with the win, while
Armstrong fell to 7-11 overall
and 2-9 in the league with the
loss.
UNC
Pembroke
led
throughout the first overtime
period from the first jumper by
Jasmine Hairston a minute and
a half into the frame, but the

In the second extra frame,
junior Mauri Wells would
make one of two free throws
on the first possession to give
the Pirates a short-lived 70-69
lead, but UNC Pembroke would
outscore the Pirates 10-3 over
the next four minutes to take
charge and come away with the
win.
Senior Demisha Mills led
a quartet of Pirates in double
figures on the day, notching her
first double-double of the season
with 17 points and 11 rebounds.
Wells finished the game with 16
points while Klewicki-McNutt
added 14 points and junior
Stephenie Coney chipped in 10
points.
Five players reached double
figures for the Braves, led by
Courtney Bolton's 16 points off
the bench. Mack added 14 points
while Chandrija Fuller chipped
in 13 points and Kamille Home
and Jazmine Kemp each notched
12 points.
UNC
Pembroke
game
information was provided by
Sports Communications.

Sports and Fitness
Yhe Inkwell

Armstrong athletics award dean's scholarship
ByCHARLETTEHALL
sports.inkwell@gmail.com
On the week of Jan. 21,
Michael Smoose, assistant
athletic director for business
and marketing, announced
that the athletic department
would
be
holding
a
scholarship
competition
between
the
deans
of
Armstrong's four -colleges:
the College of Education, the
College of Health Professions,
the College of Liberal Arts
and the College of Science
and Technology. The win
would grant the dean $1,000
for their college to use at their
discretion.
Alumni Arena was packed
Jan. 31 with 843 people in
attendance.
There
were
attendance
sheets for students to sign
when they came in for each
college. The total numbers
of students were tallied in
percentages to see who would
win the competition.
"I think the scholarship is a
good way to bring people to
the game and support players,"
said Devin Campbell, a health
science major. "$1,000 is a
generous amount of money to
give for the scholarship and it

could help students."
The College of Liberal
Arts came in with the lowest
percentage,
having
3.08
percent of their students
showing up for the game.
The College of Science and
Technology had 3.56 percent
of students come to the game.
The competition between
the
College
of
Health
Professions and • Ed ucation
was
tight.
Education
managed to squeeze past the
health professions with "5.45
percent of their students
participating. The College
of Health Professions lost
by a narrow margin, having
5.17 percent of their students
come to the game.
"I do think the night was a
success. We'd like to thank all
four deans as well as Provost
Carey Adams for helping us
promote the night," Smoose
said. "We had a good turnout,
and the men's game was very
exciting to the very end. I
think the students got into
the game, and we had some
good halftime contests as
well."
"The competition was a
great idea and a lot of fun,"
Adams ' said. "It was an
opportunity for academics

and athletics to work together
to
support
Armstrong
students on and off the field.
"The College of Education
just barely beat out the
College of Health Professions,
and I know Dean Ward
wants a rematch with Dean
Wachholz, so we definitely
want to make this an annual
event.
"We'd love to double the
turnout next year."
Dean Patricia Wachholz
had confidence the College
of Education would come out
and show strong support for
their college.
"Although the competition
was
close,
I
had
full
confidence in the students,
faculty and staff of the
College of Education to
put forth their best effort,"
Wachholz said.
The way the scholarship
money will be spent is still
being decided.
"We haven't yet officially
determined that," Wachholz
said. "However, we do have a
senior scholarship foundation
account, and the funds from
that account are used for
a monetary award to the
outstanding
undergraduate
and
outstanding graduate

Photo by Brittany Cook

The College of Education received the award for having the highest percentage of
student attendees for the home game against Augusta State.
education student each spring."
The scholarship money is
definitely a valued possession
for the College of Education
to be able to claim, but it is not
the most valued possession
according to Wachholz.
"Whenever we can bring
positive recognition to our
college and our wonderful

students, we are very happy
to do that. We are blessed
with amazing young people
who will soon be entrusted
with our most valuable
possessions — o ur children."
The competition is already
set to return next year.
"This will be an annual
event, and we look forward to

it growing next year," Smoose
said.
This will be a great chance
for the College of Education
to show their competitive side
again.
"We were thrilled to win, to
have won the challenge trophy
and look forward to defending
it next year," Wachholz said.

The problem with
human error in sports
By DALTON JOHNSON
Sports Columnist
The San Francisco 49ers' last
chance of winning the Super
Bowl, controversially, came
down to a no-call from the
officials on Colin Kaepernick's
fourth-and-goal heave for
Michael Crabtree with just 1:46
remaining.
Officials deciding not to
step in at the end of a game
Photos by Alex Pirtle should not come as a surprise,
The contact was obvious, but
the referees did not want to
interfere.
Ravens' cornerback Jimmy
because I like Ray Rice," M inor
Smith had his arms on Michael
said. "He's cute."
Crabtree right when he came
The game was displayed on
off the ball, which is legal, but
seven of the eight televisions in
he is face-up with his left arm
the MCC, so everyone could
around him holding Crabtree
easily view the action.
and his right on the other side,
In between plays, there were
3 yards into the end zone.
the anticipated commercials.
Crabtree had no way of
Everyone seemed to enjoy them
catching the ball, and the
all — except for maybe the Go
referees crumbled in the
Daddy commercial with the
biggest part of the game.
unnecessary awkward kissing.
By no means was the choice
Though,
some
students
to not call holding or pass
whistled.
interference the only reason
Overall, the event was a
the 49ers lost, but the passive
success. For whatever reason
choice is a problem.
people came, everyone seemed
Maybe the NFL wanted the
to have fun.
refs to be ultra conservative
when the officiating mattered
most.
The
NFL
gave
Jerome Bogner, who never
officiated even a conference
championship
game
and
throws the flag far below the
league average, a chance to
referee the Super Bowl.
Analysts agreed both with
the fact there was obvious
contact from Smith, and they
also agree with the situation on
the no-call.
But, why?

SGA, CUB throw Super Bowl party
By ERIN MCGILLEN
Staff Writer
The Super Bowl happens once
every year just like a holiday.
Some people even treat it as such.
"The Super Bowl is definitely
something that is celebrated,"
said Elijah Walden, the SGA
president pro temp. "So,CUB and
SGA wanted to come together
to provide an opportunity for
students to get together and root
for their teams and just have a
good time."
And that is just what t hey did in
the Memorial College Center Feb. 3.
There were drinks, popcorn

and of course, hot wings. To start
the party off, the Campus Union
Board members asked some
Super Bowl trivia questions to
see who would get their wings
first.
Some questions proved to
be more difficult than others,
as only one was answered. The
lucky winner was Brad Jones,
who answered the third question
that was asked: "Which MVP
had his helmet stolen at the 1994
Super Bowl game?"
The answer was Emit Smith.
Jones was able to help himself
to the first basket of hot wings for
the night.

"I came to enjoy the game with
everyone and to get free food,"
Jones said.
Some other students, like
junior Camillia Head, came to
watch the game because she just
truly enjoys the game of football.
"I'm not really rooting for
either team. I just like to watch it
for fun."
But some did pick sides,
maybe not for the competiveness
of the game, but because of
favorability of a player. Freshmen
Feefee Minor came with a group
of friends to watch her favorite
player.
"I'm rooting for the Ravens,

Low prices on:
E-Cigarettes, Cigars,
Candles, Incense,
Posters, Hookahs,
Tobacco and more

Located at:
48 West Montgomery
Crossroad Suite 103
Savannah ,Georgia

mysmokecity.com
912-920-2255

The MCC bui lding hosted a Super Bowl party, where students could watch the game,
chow down, and socialize with other fans and rivals.

V

to evoIve more with video and

instant replay. Coaches and
fans alike have been asking for
the expansion of instant replay
for years. Baseball has plenty
of money, but Bud Selig still
won't lay out the money for the
proper technology,
Without
instant
replay,
history has been changed,
Johan Santa gets a no-hitter
with an invisible, asterisk since
Carlos Beltran hit a ball that
was clearly fair but called foul.
Armando Galarraga, on the
other hand, had a no-hitter
taken away from him thanks
to a blown call at first base.
Umpire Jim Joyce knew he
missed the call and showed
remorse after the game,
Baseball needs to expand
instant replay. There should be
a fifth umpire off the field that
serves as the replay umpire,
and coaches should be allowed
a challenge flag, like they now
do in the Little League World
Series. The replays should
consist of home runs, foul balls
and traps, and there should be a
rule that allows for a challenge
to be made on a call at a base,
The problem is: How much
is too much? Once you start
having instant replay for balls
and strikes, the technology is
now too much. The human
element cannot be completely
taken out of the game. If that
were the case, we would be
seeing robots calling the game,
which clearly we do not want. *
The same question goes for
the controversial end to the
Super Bowl. There is a big
argument against the referees
letting the contact go, but there
would have been just as big of
commotion over a flag being

Why is it OK for referees to thrown,
not do their job when the game
In all sports, there is human
matters the most? The fact that error and the idea to not make
people recognized the foul, but a controversial call at the end
understood there being no flag of a game. People knew there
is a problem.
was a foul but were happy with
Human error is a part of "there being no call. Basketball
sports, and a big problem that and football referees do not
will not go away.
want to call. a controversial
The NFL may have the best foul, and a baseball umpire
instant replay in sports to do will be cautious at the end of
their best at eliminating human games.
error mistakes. Every scoring
Simply put, human error is a
play in football gets reviewed, part of sports that needs to be
coaches have a challenge flag in fixed. Unfortunately, we do not
each half, and teams have men know how far we can go with
in the booth looking closely at technology to preserve the
plays that should be reviewed.
game, so the problem is here
Major League Baseball needs to stay.
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To run in the shadows of greatness

Campus
Voices
What was your favorite Super
Bowl commercial?

By FRANK CLANCEY
"The Tide commercial where she
washed the 49ers jersey and then said,
'Go Ravens!'"

Frank Clancey is a professor of
English at Armstrong, who oc
casionally writes guest columns
sharing his stories of the past.

The shadow passed me be
fore the runner did. Fred Norris, the bounding road king of
the Western World in the sum
mer of 1962, was beside me in
a burst of sweat and breath like
an escapee from a Cool Hand
Luke chain gang. A five-and-ahalf foot hummingbird hovered
next to me for a split instant be
fore resuming his blastoff mode
like a human metronome.
In July 1962,1 had schlepped
to Lynn, Mass, to run a 10
mile handicap road race that
put me ahead of the English
Olympiah, Norris, the great
est road runner in the world
at the time, until about the
seven mile mark where he did
his Tasmanian Devil schtick
on me. As he pounded by me
I called his name and wished
him well. Glancing down at
my name below my number,
he puffed, "and the best to you,
Mr. Clancy." And was gone. Al
though I followed his Olympic
career in the press, I never saw
him again.
I never saw him again un
til September, 1974, when as a
first year English professor at
what was then Armstrong Col
lege in Savannah, I chanced on
him walking across campus. It
wasn't Fred Norris. Not exactly.
It wasn't him — but not so any
one would notice.
I introduced myself to Cedric Stratton, a Londoner, Arm

Stephanie Molina,
criminal justice,
sophomore

strong chemistry professor, and
long time long distance road
runner. He had raced against
Fred Norris and other English
stars in the old country, where
road racing was a major sport,
as it was in my New England.
Gulping coffee in the student
cafe, we let our memories off
the leash for romps down old
roads from Boston to London.
We took training runs to
gether and car trips to Atlanta
where road racing was a new
but established sport. But hey—
who needs Atlanta? We started
our own ragged toadbastid
round of road races in Savan
nah, on Armstrong's campus.
And so it was that in the fall
of '74 and the Spring of '75,
on our way to and from At
lanta, Cedric did the calculus
that created the entire central
nervous system of what would
become the Savannah Striders
Running Club.
Our first Striders wonderboy
in the mid 1970s was Peyton
Daughtry, a Windsor Forest
high school kid who looked
and ran like a slimfast teen
Frankenstein over 10K Arm
strong courses that Cedric had
measured out on campus an
hour before race time.

By the late 1970s, member local judge Herman Cooledge
ship grew thanks to the sta and White House Marine
tus launch Frank Shorter and guard Don Roberts, and I, who
Bill Rodgers had given read
finished second overall in 1978
ing. Shorter's Olympic hero in a field of perhaps two hun
ics made the Marathon Man dred behind an out-of-town
the new Marlborough Man in soldier, qualified for and ran in
1976. In 1977 the Striders ex the Big Red One—the Boston
perimented with a marathon Marathon.
by staging a 20 mile race from
Enlistment and participa
Lake Mayer to River Street tion got bigger. And kept get
back to Lake Mayer. A year ting bigger. The 1981 Spanky's
later we were ready for the full Southside to Spanky's. River
dress Thunder Road run to the Street 10K drew well over a
end of the moonshine 26.2 mile thousand runners.
glory strip.
During the 1980s two events
Dateline: 9am, March 1978. grabbed the imagination of loHunter Field. The First Savan , cal marathoners.
nah Marathon.
One was the arrival on lo
Two 13.1 mile loops around cal starting lines of The RoadHunter Airfield.
runner. The Roadrunner was a
The marathon, an athletic ex fierce little ratbastid of a runner
pression most closely associat who would not have been pos
ed with Athenian defeat of the sible had the Nazis won the war.
Persians at the Battle of Mara
He was five-foot-one-inch
thon in 490 B:C. and with the bald potbellied stuttering ob
victory of Western civilization sessive compulsive human tor
and democracy over Eastern nado who was born to run.
slavery, has come to Savannah.
And he ran.
And it would continue to be
Everywhere.
run in Savannah non-stop each
Local historians told me
winter through 2012.
that he once accepted a bet to
In 1978 several of us, includ run from Savannah to Atlanta
ing Cedric, sports journalist nonstop, but he lost the bet,
John Burke, local lawyer Stan as he allowed to me, '"cause I
Freedman, and a few years later might couldda lefted when I

MCT
might shouldda righted over
to around Macon and ran clear
past Birmingham, Alabama."
Myth has it that one day he
lit out. on the open road and
just kept going. Maybe still is.
The Roadrunner (no one knew
his Christian name) was For
rest Gump before we had For
rest Gump in Savannah, and
every Savannah Marathon in
those days needed that little
guy who looked like an extra in
a silent movie about the French
Revolution to show up on the
starting line sporting a donated
number.
The second defining event
of the Savannah Marathon was
about location, location, loca
tion. Some of us, including me,
wanted a downtown race. Oth
ers wanted the Hunter Field
vdnue. We agreed that Tybee
Island was the right place for
love and running.
Some day I'll add to my
fifty-or-so marathons and ul
tra marathons by tripping my
weary parcel of bones across a
Tybee starting line.
In the final mile, beat and wet
and about to roll off the side of
the road in vomit and oblivion,
I'll pray to Fred Norris and The
Roadrunner to carry me home.

"The. one with the goat and the Doritos.
That was really funny. I mean, why was
there a goat? I don't know, but it was
funny."
Stephen Holliday,
rehabilitation science,
junior

"I didn't really see that many, but the
one with Paul Rudd and Seth Rogen.
That was clever."
Austin Decay,
history,
postgraduate

lis I'll
I
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"The Samsung commercial with Seth
Rogen and Paul Rudd, how they were
arguing aboutwho was better. TheCoke
one where they were all racing was a
closesecond."
RyanGoetz,
pre-med
junior

Policy abroad: weak, vulnerable, without recourse

By HANNAH SHATTUCK
Staff Columnist
There was once a time when
this country was respected.
America was a superpower,
and other countries listened
when she spoke. They fol
lowed her example, feared her
retaliation in the wake of at
tack. They admired her prog
ress.
That time is gone.
And now we have accepted
the lie we are corrupt, greedy
and innately evil. We are busy
doing penance in all four cor
ners of the globe.
But, at what cost?
American citizens once were
able to travel freely, protected
by the fact they were Ameri
cans, and their country would
defend them if necessary.

JEREMIAH JOHNSON
Editor-in-Chief
Chief.lnkwell@gmail.com

REILIY MESCO
News Editor
News.lnkwell@gmail.com

No longer.
Safety abroad is no longer
affected by an eagle embossed
on the front of a navy blue
passport. It once represented
something, something pbwer' ful, but that was before Amer
ica began to bend over back
wards to avoid causing offense
in foreign policy, before our
government started apologiz
ing for acting as befits a na
tion of our size and influence.
Most of us remember the
moment we suddenly felt ex
posed and threatened, had
our safety ripped from us.
Our peace of mind crumbled
with the Twin Towers on Sept.
11, 2001.
But our false sense of se
curity was not all we lost. On
that day, America lost her rep
utation of being untouchable.
For whatever reason, the
news media has decided Kim
Kardashian's latest haircut is
important but does not see
fit to report on the attacks on
American embassies or secu
rity bases. An embassy or base
is an extension of a nation, a
concept known as extraterri
toriality.
Essentially, it means an em
bassy is part of a country, and

any'violation of that is seen
as if it were a violation of the
borders of the nation itself.
Attackers have grown bra
zen, qnworried about retri
bution from the American
government, as evidenced by
the timeline of the last few
months, and the increasing
American body count. Such
attacks used to be considered
very serious, even an act of
war, not a time for press re
leases about "outrage" with no
real intention of action.
BENGHAZI, Libya — S ept.
11, 2012. Terrorists attack the
U.S. Libyan,CIA base camp,
killing the American ambas
sador and three others, as well
as wounding 10 others.
ALGIER, Algeria — Ja n. 17.
Terrorists held hostages in a
natural gas plant, ending in
three dead Americans and a
total of 35 dead from around
the world.
ISTANBUL, Turkey — Feb.
1. Terrorist attempted to sui
cide bomb the U.S. Embassy,
resulting in the deaths of two
Turks, though nolAmerican
casualties.
There was once a time when
causing a conflict with Amer
ica meant losing, when kings

and emperors did not wish to
incur the anger of a sleeping
giant.
f
Now, she is mortal.
Countries do not fear rep
rimand, and murderers of
American citizens do not fear
punishment, for they know
that none will ccftne.
But the violence itself is not
the most chilling aspect of the
embassy attacks. The fact that
America is no longer consid
ered an entity to be wary of is
a grim reflection of our weak
foreign policy and limp-hand
ed response to threats and at
tacks carried out against our
nation.
We are no longer feared.

It is little wonder. Our bor
ders are open, inviting ter
rorists in, and abroad while
soldiers go to war, our gov
ernment sends military sup
plies to Egypt to gain favor
with the latest regime, which
is an extension of the Muslim
Brotherhood, a known terror
ist group whose creed is:
"Jihad is our way. Dying in
the way of Allah is our highest
hope."
We protest and complain
about how the war h^s gone
on for too long while our gov
ernment uses our tax dollars
to pay our enemy. We enable
our own collapse. We fund the
very thing we fight.
{

"I liked the Go Daddy commercial. It was
that awkward kind of funny."
Isaac Strickland,
University Police Department,
Lieutenant

"TheDodgecommerciaiwithPaui
Harvey'svoiceover, the one about the
farmer. That was a good one."
Kelly Cook,
undeclared
freshman

L&fct&fy t0 the editor
The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All si
Send y our letter to Chief.lnkwelLflgmail.com. The Inkwell

ons must be 350 words or fewer, and must be signed.
>s the right to edit for grammar, spelling and style.

Ms. Shattuck's article titled "Panetta sacrifices country for poli
tics" is a satirical piece, right? If it is, her article is the most brilliant,
Onion-esque piece that I have read in The Inkwell. It is a perfect ar
ticulation of the views held by a sect of the population who fail to see
the larger picture regarding gender equality in America today. The
minority of Americans who think that because women now make
up 18 percent of Congress, feminism and the fight for equality are
relics of the past.

IliiS#!

"The Clydesdale commercial made me
cry a little bit."
Helen Mahaney,
political science,
freshman

-JR Johnstone, Masters of Public Health student '13
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Get to know the Peach State
States
36. State song (four words)
i« h 37- National park where the
bloodiest battle in American
history took place
38. Georgia is the country's
No. 1 producer of this nut
39. One of the largest single
masses of exposed granite in
the world (two words)
41. State seashell (two
words)
42. Sculptor who was
originally commissioned
to carve the Confederate
Memorial on Stone Mountain
but, after he was dismissed,
carved Mount Rushmore
instead (two words)
44. Island that was once a
private resort but was sold
to the state by the group of
millionaires who owned it in
1942
45. State flower (two words)
47. Site of the first gold rush
in America
48. Name of Robert E. Lee's
horse, which was carved
onto Stone Mountain
50. Name of a famous
swamp, which is derived
from an Indian word meaning
the trembling earth
52. State gem

DOWN:
2. City known as the Chicken
Capital of the World, but
where it's illegal to eat
chicken with a fork
4. State amphibian (four
words)
5. State reptile (two words)
6. First Georgian to win the
Nobel Peace Prize (two
words)
7. Number of families Gen.
Oglethorpe sailed with

from England in 1733 (two
words)
9. Georgian who was a
submarine naval officer who
taught nuclear physics, a
peanut farmer, governor,
and then president — in that
order.
11. State capital during the
Revolutionary War
12. State butterfly (three
words)
16. State bird (two words)

few

18. City known as the City of
Roses
20. Mountain with the highest
point in Georgia (two words)
21. Longest-lived capital
23. One of Georgia's
unofficial nicknames (two
words)
26. City named after
automaker Henry Ford's
winter estate and used to
be called Ways Station (two
words)

ACROSS:
1. Name of the locomotive
engine housed in the
Big Shanty Museum in
Kennesaw (two words)
3. Second oldest city in the
nation (two words)
8. City where the state
29. Wrote the lyrics to the
school is located
state song (two words)
10. State nickname (two
33. College in Rome that has words)
the world's largest college
13. Georgia's capital for 11
years
campus
34. Product invented by John 14. City known for the
sweetest onion in the world
Pemberton in Atlanta
35. Popular theme park
15. State fruit
named for the flags that flew 17. State tree (two words)
over Georgia—England,
19. City claiming to be the
Spain, Liberty, Georgia,
watermelon capital of the
Confederate States of
world
America and the United
22. Arden prison reformer

few few few
few
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who founded Georgia and
whose unique city designed
shaped the city of Savannah
24. Georgian who was
believed to be one the
greatest baseball players
of all-time and was the first
inductee of baseball's Hall of
Fame (two words)
25. State crop •
27. Location of American's
first state-chartered university
28. A 3-D panorama that
depicts the famous Battle of
Atlanta located in Grant Park
30. First college in the world
chartered to grant degrees to
women
31. Georgia is a part of this
southeastern region (two
words)
32. State wildflower
34. World famous family
resort known for its azaleas
(two words)
37. First 24-hour TV news
station
40. Shortest-lived state
capital
43. State folk dance (two
words)
46: Famous pirate who made
his home on an island, which
was later named after him,
in Macintosh County and is
now a national wildlife insect
49. State insect
51. City where Roosevelt's
recuperative home, the Little
White House, is located (two
words)
53. Businessman who started
a TV station in Atlanta, owns
the Braves baseball team •
and the Hawks basketball
team, formed the Atlanta
Thrashers pro hockey team,
and is the largest private land
owner in north America (two
words)
54. State prepared food
55. State fish (two words)
56. State capital during the
Civil War
57. Fort where the world's
largest Infantry training
center is located
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Answers to this week's Inkwell crossword puzzle, sudoku and kakuro can be
found on TheInkwellOnline.com. An interactive version of the crossword is als o
availible online. All puzzles by Brittany Cook. Comics by MCT.
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Georgia's young musicians play Fine Arts Hall
ByKIMOANHVO
Staff Writer
Family, friends and music
lovers alike gathered in the
Fine Arts Auditorium Feb. 1
to enjoy great music and to
support all the hard work the
participants df the Georgia
Music Educators Association
District 1 Honor Band at
Armstrong.
The Honor Band consisted
of selected young musicians
within District 1 who get to
experience
music
beyond
the classroom. District 1
includes
Bryan,
Bulloch,
Candler, Chatham, Effingham,
Evans, Jenkins, Liberty, Long,
Mcintosh,
Montgomery,
Screven, Tattnall, Toombs and
Treutlen counties.
Band conductors prepared
and supported their music
students for the persistent
auditioning
process
that

started Jan. 30. Their hard
work showed as the performers
played beautiful music on
stage,
"My daughter loves music and
worked really hard to participate
this year," said Kim Perez, the
mother of one of the participants,
before the performance. "She's
been involved in this since middle
school, and never have I seen her
so excited about the event until
now"
Hannah Perez, her daughter,
plays the soprano clarinet and was
part of the ninth and 10th grade
honor band roster,
Travis Longenberger, an 11th
grade trombone player, showed
the same excitement Kim Perez
described.
"The experience was really
great," Longenberger said. "I
was overwhelmed by the great
teamwork. Our conductor, Dr.
Mosenbichler-Bryant, was mindblowing."

The experience was not
limited to the audience inside
the auditorium but stretched to
the salespeople in the lobby as
well. Matt Broom, the T-shirt
salesperson, said the middle
school participants did "really
well."
The Honor Band clinicians
had nothing but praise for the
hard-working students.
Audrey Murphy, the middle
school
clinician
exalted,
"What's happening on stage
right now is magic; Magic at
work."
Jeff Harper, the ninth and
10th grade clinician, said the
experience "is like you are
given a key to a porsqhe ... it
is a wonderful experience."
"I gave them really hard
music to play and they worked
really hard," MosenbichlerBryant said.. "[Musicians]
work to play in front of an
audience."

GMEA's Honor Band displayed skills obtained at workshops held at Armstrong Feb. 1.

Student debuteS 'Warm Bodies' mixes romance, comedy with bloody good fun
new short film
By TODD PERKINS
Staff Writer

8y Corey Crumbley Yasnim Cofer
Corey Crumbley "The Artist" Udit«4fcy Camv Crumbley|
Dommk Jones and Amarts Hardy Executive Producer
encrr
Ashley Gtifr»fCorey Crumble?
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Armstrong student and director Corey Crumbley debuted his film. The
Artist, in the Ogeechee Theater Jan. 29.

By MATTHEW HARRELL
Staff Writer

Several months ago, Arm
strong graduate student of
Public Health, Corey Crumbley shared a script with an ed
ucator and friend, Adrienne
Boner, who assured him that
she saw potential in his piece
and encouraged him to edit
and film it.
Four months of hard work
later, "The Artist" was born
and brought to the big screen
with the support of Arm
strong's Housing Department.
"The Artist" follows the sto
ry of a young, aspiring rapper
who is trying to find his place
in the music business while
also struggling with the death
of his brother with whom he
was very close. Crumbley
joked this is a popular and
recurring theme for films but
noted his is quite different:
"He doesn't curse. He
doesn't smoke. He doesn't
drink, and he didn't come
from the projects. He doesn't
embody the stigma that is
placed on the music industry
today."
Crumbley chose the music
industry as his character's as
piration because he realizes
its popularity in our time and
knows many young people
strive to become a part of it.
Although the story does not
reflect any of his own trials or
career, ambitions, he said his
ideals are still embedded in
the story.
"If I'm going to do a film,
it still has to support me and
what I believe."
And it does.
Crumbley wants his audi
ence to walk away with the
message that success can be
achieved without corrupting
one's own morals.
"With the drive, the passion
and the determination — a nd

God of course -- nothing can
get in the way," he said.
Crumbley made it a point to
keep the film as intimate and
close-to-home as possible.
The actors featured in the film
are all Armstrong students,
and the filming was done pri
marily on the Armstrong and
SCAD campuses. ,
The film is 30 minutes in
length and follows a single
day in which all of the char
acters experience their own
trials and obstacles. The time
frame is crucial to Crumbley's
story because "[he] wanted
people to see anything can
happen in a day."
. The premier of the film was
not only a screening but also a
social event. Students crowd
ed around the lobby in front
of the Ogeechee Theater and
discussed their expectations
of the film with the cast and
crew.
When the doors opened, it
didn't take long for the house
to fill as students, faculty
and staff, and supporters of
the film waited patiently to
see the finished product. Af
ter the writer/director/star
made a brief announcement,
the show began, and familiar
scenes of downtown Savan
nah and Armstrong's campus
grabbed everyone's attention.
It was quite clear the crowd
was pleased as all of these
familiar settings and actors
successfully evoked every
thing from laughter to tears.
Proceeding the show was a
compilation of bloopers and
behind-the-scenes extras in
which the audience got to see
their peers in the film making
process. The social event con
tinued'with an after party and
afterthoughts on the film.
Crumbley said he is grateful
for the opportunity to see his
work on the screen and hopes
to carry this experience with
him in the future.

and the other cast members, while
making Julie more than just eyecandy for male viewers.
Corddry issurprisingly effective
as M. He is basically included
in the film to provide comedy
relief, which he nails, but he also
has some genuinely touching
moments that many would not
expect him to ba,capable of.
The cast makes up for some
of the story's weaker points,
like Julie's ability to get over her
boyfriend's tragic death rather
quickly and the movie's overly
upbeat closing 'message.'
Despite some flaws, there is
so much charm and creativity
present both in front of and
behind the camera that they are
easily forgotten.
"Warm Bodies" will never be
considered as an example of fine
cinema, but it is an enjoyable way
to spend an hour-and-a-half that
girls can drag their boyfriends to
while insisting, "of course I want
to see a zombie movie."

Now that the "Twilight Saga"
is over, Hollywood is frantically
searching for a movie that will be
a smash hit with teen audiences to
fill t he void where vampires and
werewolves used to be.
Jonathan I.evine's film "Warm
Bodies" mixes comedy, romance
and zombies in a fashion
reminiscent of Edgar Wright's
2004 flick "Shaun of the Dead."
Both films use preconceived
notions of what
romantic
comedies offer viewers and the
rules established in past zombie
Jail Thijs/Summit Entertainment/MCT
movies to surprise audiences by Nicholas Hoult and Teresa Palmer star in "Warm Bodies."
building on those expectatio
ns and
eventually lead to something that the Giant Slayer." Hoult is able
providing their own filmmaking
will c hange the lives of both the to communicate R's thoughts
flourishes to the generic formula.
through his amusingly droll
"Bodies" may not be the dead and the living.
voiceover as he describes life as a
What separates Levine's film
most original film centered on
a romantic couple in the midst from other young adult undead zombie, and. he nails every aspect
of the zombie apocalypse, but it romance flicks is its ability to of his performance.
Palmer is a strong female lead
certainly is one of the more clever never take itself too seriously.
and
holds her own against Hoult
There
are
dramatic
moments,
but
films released in 2013 so far.
the
comical
tone
never
slips
away
Nicholas Hoult stars as one of
the walking dead known only as from the filmmakers.
Levine adapted the screenplay
R, w ho spends his time shuffling
from
Isaac Marion's novel, and
around in a closed down airport
3.5 out of 5 zombies
he
keeps
the lighthearted and
and moaning with his best bud M
humorous
aspects
fro
m
the
sourc
e
(Rob Corddry).
During an attack on human material while never letting the
scavengers, R is shocked to movie become a parody.
Hoult is by far the best thing
discover he has feelings for a
Directed by Jonathan Levine
human survivor named Julie about the film, known in in the
Produced by Summit Entertainment, David Hoberman and Bruna Papandrea
(Teresa Palmer) while munching U.K. for his work in movies such
Rated PG-13 for zombie violence and some language
as "About a Boy" and the TV how
s
on her boyfriend's brains.
Starring Nicholas Hoult, Teresa Palmer, Rob Corddry, John Malkovich, Dave
After sneaking her past the 'Skins."
Franco and Analeigh Tipton
hundreds of zombies in the
He has finally broken into the
Now showing atCarmikeWynnsong 11, Carmike 10, Victory Square Stadium
surrounding area to safety, he Hollywood system appearing in
9, Pooler Stadium Cinemas 12 and Royal Cinemas Pooler
slowly begins to establish a 20lis "X-Men: First Class" and
relationship with her that may starring in the upcoming "Jack

Silver screen

'Soul Train' rolls through Student Union
By CHRISTINA LAMARRE
arts.inkwell@gmaU.com

The Student Union saw a
flash from the past Feb. 1 at the
NAACP's 90's Soul Train party.
With the help of its members,
the
Student
Government
Association, Campus Union
Board, Phi Iota Alpha and
Sigma Iota Alpha, the NAACP
threw a bash with over 50
students in attendance.
The crowd sported all kinds
of '80s and '90s paraphernalia
from leg warmers and overalls,
to door-knocker earrings and
gold rope chains. The soul
train theme hit off well.
"It was the treasurer's idea,"
said
NAACP's
president
Chasidy Ortiz. "We wanted
to throw something where
people could have fun and
dress up."
She was proud of the turn
out.
"I'm happy everyone dressed
up," said Ortiz sporting a cut
off shirt, harem pants, light
denim jacket and a smile.

Photo byAlexPirtle

Students dance along to the Macarena dressed in garb of the decade at
the 90's party hosted by NAACP.

Jamall Wynn, a senior
chemistry major and NAACP
member, sported a bandana,
chains and shades.
"I wanted a MC Hammer
costume, but I couldn't find
the parachute pants," Wynn
said.
The dance floor was littered
with balloons that were tossed
around as the crowd danced
the Macarena. The disc jockey
stayed true to the theme
playing
throwbacks
from

artists like TLC to Sir Mix-ALot's "Baby Got Back."
Senior rehabilitation science
major, Adeola Oshinubi was a
fan of the theme.
"It's a wonderful theme. I
love the '90s theme. I'm a '90s
baby, so why not?
"I like the throwback music.
It brings back good memories
— to a time when music was
good."
And there was something for
everybody. Students enjoyed

dancing, played Twister and
c^rds, and answered black
history trivia - qu estions like
"Who invented the hotcomb?" Madame C.J. Walker
did.
The Soul Train party is part
of the kick off for Armstrong's
event packed Black History
Month. The NAACP will be
hosting a "Cafe 1965: Night
of Artist Expression" Feb. 15.
It will be a talent showcase
with the theme "a change
is going to come," and also
"Blacker the Berry, Sweeter
the Juice," a forum on skin
color, where faculty and staff
members from Armstrong and
Savannah State are invited to
speak, Feb. 20.
Ortiz is looking forward to
an engaging month.
"They are going to be
innovative, exciting and very
informative, and I believe
that with all the events taking
place, our student body will
have a better understanding,
of stereotypes that not only
affect African-Americans but
all other races as well."

>
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Top Picks: 5 best Super Bowl commercials
By BRITTANY COOK

the piano, singing about love
and how he'd do anything
for his girl. The images that
accompany the song are of
I m not the type of person the red M&M holding his
who likes to watch sports. I'd girl's bags, painting her toes
much rather be playing them, and swinging in circles at the
but when I was little and the beach.
> Super Bowl came around, my
But suddenly the music
family would gather around turns darker when an image
the television and watch the shows the girl lick the red
game — no matter who was M&M as he declares, "But
playing. And the commercials I won't do that." Or get in a
fascinated me. They were clever pinata or be covered in whip
and entertaining and fun to cream or sit on a birthday
watch.
cake or lie on cookies in the
Nowadays, my family is oven. I thought it was cleverly
spread out in different cities, put together and a great take
and I haven't watched a on a "love story" if you could
commercial—Super Bowl or call it that. Overall, it was
otherwise—in years thanks just plain cute.
to TiVo. Because I missed the
"Darth Vader" commercial last 4 — Best Buy's "Asking
year, I decided to forgo my fast Amy"
forwarding habit.
Amy Poehler tests Best
Although there were some Buy's
customer
service
cute commercials, I wasn't quality when she is asked
exactly impressed with this a simple question: May
year's bunch — especially the I answer any questions?
GoDaddy.com awkward kissing Throughout the commercial,
scene that was just nasty — bu t she asks question after
there were a few that stood out. question, which include,

copy.inkwell@gmaiI.com

5 - M&M's "I'll Do Anything"
The commercial starts out
with the red M&M playing

use tljis with a dongle?" and
many more uncomfortable
questions. Poehler is made
me smile as she makes the
Best Buy employee squirm
at her questions, but she is
always a blast.
3 — Taco Bell's "Viva
Young"
When a group of old men
sneak out of their retirement
home, they get into all
kinds of trouble: regrettable
tattoos, public displays of
affection,
breaking
and
entering,
pyrotechnics,
and finally, end the night

with some late-night Taco
Bell. The actors are great
— especially that guy who
presses his nipple against the
restaurant window, although
a bit weird and disturbing at
the same time. Overall the
commercial was cute, and the
music was good. And it was
fun to watch.
2 — D oritos' "Goat for sale"
Although not as cute as
the Doritos' commercial that
popped up at last year's Super
Bowl where the dog slips
the man a bag of Doritqs as
payment for keeping the dog's

secret, this one was still cute,
and it made me laugh. In fact,
this was the first commercial,
I saw that wasn't boring and
common, which is probably
why it made the list. It stuck
out to me—although the
Doritos' "Fashionista Dad"
commercial was just as good.
1 — A udi's "Prom Kiss"
A high school student is
getting ready for Prom, but
he's nervous because he's
attending the dance stag.
When his dad throws him the
keys to his Audi, confidence
just emanates from the boy.

He struts into the prom, find
the prom queen and plants a
kiss right on her lips.
However, the prom king
wasn't
too
happy.
The
commercial ends with the
boy driving the Audi home
while sporting a
black
eye and a smile stretched
across his face. Unlike the
disgusting
GoDaddy.com
kiss, this comTnercial was
cute and well done. The kid
was a prince. It wasn't too
much, and although some
people though it promoted
violence, it was probably my
favorite of them all.

$ 1 0 for 2 : Rustic pork and veggies
BY TIM FINLEY
Staff Columnist

Ingredients:
• 1 red pepper, deseeded and sliced
• 1 small red onion, cut the ends off, get rid of the skin and chop
coarsly

"Which one is the most
vibratist?," "Will this one
read 'Fifty Shades of Grey' to
me in a sexy voice?," "Can I

• 1 bag fresh parsnips (they look like white carrots) peeled and
rustic chop (try to make them small cuts as they take a little
longer to cook than the onion and pepper).
• 2.5 pound pork chops

Residential students
focus on their HeArt

Directions:
•

Preheat the oven to 400 degrees.

•

Toss the chopped vegetables in a drizzle of olive oil,
and balsamic vinegar, and a pinch of salt and pepper.

•
Photo byTim Finley

Photo by Mike Choromanski

Simplicity at its best. Many
of the greatest chefs have
stressed simplicity in the
culinary arts and with this
dish I will convey just how
easy and fast it is to cook a
great meal.
I had a balsamic reduction
on hand, but you really don't
need any sauce. It is really

good by itself. If you don't like
pork, you can do this same
.recipe with steak or chicken.
Parsnips are a root vegetable
closely related to carrots, but,
fun fact, they have the same
amount of carbohydrates as
potatoes. They are considered
a starch. And they are
delicious.

Put the vegetables on a cooking tray and bake in the
oven for 15 to 20 minutes. Stir the vegetables every
five minutes or so, so they don't burn.

•

Gently pound the pork chops with a meat tenderizer
and season with salt and pepper.

•

In a skillet set to medium high, sear the pork chops
on both sides to a nice golden brown.

•

Finish the chops in the oven to your desired temp
(about five to 10 minutes for medium-well).

•

Enjoy!

Students make melted wax art using crayons and a hair dryer in an
effort to relieve stress.

students were invited to shoot
darts at it to create a group
masterpiece.
"I got the dart art idea
When you walk into the from 'Princess Diaries,"' Bryd
Compass Point Clubhouse laughed.
Students lined up to try
Jan. 31, it was bustling with
their
chances with the darts.
creativity. Tables were set
"I
love
the dart paint," said
up with paints, crayons,
Sara
Longaberger,
a senior
glue guns, blow dryers and
Spanish
major.
"Its
exciting
dart art, and residents were
when
someone
finally
hits
encouraged to tap into their
one."
creative sides.
She was one of many who
Puppet
master
and
felt
the event was a success.
University Terrace resident
"Art
is very therapeutic, so I
assistant, Chreanna Byrd was
really
appreciate
this."
delighted with the turnout.
The
dart
art
piece was
Being a junior majoring in
hung
in
the
Compass
Point
music education, she believes
Clubhouse
and
has
been
in the importance of art.
attributed
to
Armstrong's
She and her fellow RA's
wanted to host an event where residents.
Amber Harper, a sophomore
students can take time away
physical
therapy major, was
from their studies and have
also
having
a great time.
fun.
"I
like
it,"
she said. "I don't
"The whole event is about
have
any
artistic abilities
providing an artistic way to
though.
I'm
taking it back to
relax and give them an outlet,
kindergarten."
Bryd said with a smile.
With more than 30 residents
"The idea came from two
in
attendance, all with smiles
of my residents when they
and
laughter on their faces,
showed me their crayon art.
the
event
was a resounding
"The event was originally
triumph
for
Housing and
for crayon art, but it expanded
Residence
Life.
once ideas.started flowing.
"I love it," said Caroline
At one table, students
Smead, a junior biology
were circled around painting
major. "It's one of the best
canvases with their fingers.
events I've been to so far. It's
At another art station, other
fun. It's relaxing and everyone
residents colored with crayons
and even mixed it with the is chill."
When asked what her
paint.
colorful anecdote depicted,
Some students creatively
she responded with a smile,
made collages of glued pieces
"It's
abstract."
of crayon. Others even used
The room was continually
the blow dryers to melt the
filling up, and by 8 p.m., chairs
crayons on the canvas.
were scarce. The resident
"It gives a rain effect, Bryd
assistants were justifiably
said.
One
plastic-protected proud.
Byrd intends to make this
station was devoted to dart
event part of a HeArt Therapy
art.
series, where next month
A canvas attached with
they hope to focus on music
paint-filled
balloons
was
therapy.
draped over a table, an

By CHRISTINA LAMARRE
arts.inkwell@gmail.com

FIRST THINGS FI RST
Learn Before You L eap
Some things just make good sense, like learning the ins and outs
of being a college student before you're in too deep. Get college
smart from the start with First Class, Armstrong's first-year
learning community.

RST CLASS
ARMSTRONG'S FIRST-YEAR
LEARNING COMMUNITY
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Students slim down, get healthy
By REILLY MESCO
news.inkwell@gmail.conj
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it is the way I started off. I can
always do better."
The last event of the day was
the individual event.
. "It's usually called a knock-out
drill," Walden said. "They go
through basic Army drill and
ceremony movement until the
last cadet is standing."
The-top three teams in each

Basketball
FROM PAGE 1
success of the team and their
teamwork.
"I was really impressed with
all of the guys. We struggled
offensively by not being able
to knock down shots but with
our great defense we got the
win. We pressed through and
stepped up when we really
needed to."

Miller breaks person record
When
the
Pirates
traveled to UNC Pembroke,
Armstrong's Miller scored
41 points, the most for an
Armstrong player since 1991,
but it was not ehough as
Braves picked up an 83-78
Peach Belt Conference men's
basketball victory Feb. 2 in
Pembroke, N.C.
The Pirates fell to 11-7
overall and 7-4 in the PBC
with the loss, while UNC
Pembroke improves to 14-7
overall and 7-4 in the league.
The individual effort was
needed from Miller as the

event received a trophy.
"If we place — we have to
place in three competitions
— we get to go to regionals,"
said William Jeffers, a senior
at Richmond Hill High School
who performed in color guard.
"And if we place in regionals,
then we get to go to state and
then nationals.
"We only had a few mistakes,
so we think we placed."
The Bradwell Institute was the
top-scoring school, winning 12
Pirates fell victim to foul
trouble all game long, seeing
four
players
eventually
foul out of the contest. A
three-pointer from Miller
with 4:05 remaining put the
Pirates up, 73-70, late in the
second half, but Shahmel
Brackett answered for the
Braves with a three to tie the
score at 73-all with 3:44 left.
Three free throws and a
bucket by UNCP's Brackett
made the lead five, 78-73, with
1:55 left, but a three-point
play by senior J.C. Winn cut
the lead back to two, 78-76,
with 1:47 left.
UNC
Pembroke
would
make five of six free throws
over the next minute to build
a five-point lead, 83-78, with
39 seconds left, which is
where the score of the game
would end.
Miller hit 14-of-25 shots
from the floor, including
3-of-8 three-pointers and
10-of-15 shots from the free
throw line en route to his
career-high 41 points.
It was the most points
scored for an Armstrong
player since Phil Clark put up

trophies. Richmond Hill High
School students came in a close
second with 11 trophies, and
Beach and Ware County high
schools tied for third place with
eight trophies each..
In his closing speech, Lt.
Col. Michael Busteed said,
"It's obvious the teams have
been training hard and getting
better." He encouraged them to
continue.
"[Let's] show them this area is
the best."
43 points Dec. 28, 1991, in a
97-85 win at West Georgia. It
is also tied for the ninth-most
points in a single game
in Peach Belt Conference
history.
Senior Williford added
17 points before fouling out
with 6:32 remaining in the
second half.
Brackett led the Braves with
28 points in the game with
George Blakeney collecting a
double-double with 25 points
and 13 rebounds.
Armstrong shot 40 percent
from the field in the game,
hitting 26-of-65 shots from
the floor, as well as hitting
40 percent from three-point
range (10-of-25). The Pirates
made 16-of-30 free throws
for 53.3 percent.
UNC
Pembroke
shot
35.6 percent from the floor
(26-of-73), including just
2-of-8
from
three-point
range, while hitting 29-of-38
free throws for 76.3 percent.
Miller is now second in
nation in scoring (25.2 ppg),
and Darius Morales forth in
blocks (3.18 bpg)
UNC
Pembroke
game

While being called
a
"big loser" might spawn
uncomfortable
memories
of being bullied in middle
school,
the
Armstrong
Recreation Center has put a
decidedly more positive spin
on the name. For the fifth year
in a row, Armstrong students
will be vying for the title of
"Biggest Loser" as a part of
Armstrong's "Biggest Loser"
program.
"It has been very successful.
We usually get around 100
people to participate," said
Megan Feasel, the assistant
director of
Fitness and
Wellness. "We changed it so
now people have the option
to do one or two four-week
sessions."
The first session, which
began Jan. 30, will run all
the way until Feb. 26, and
the second session, which
is still open for registration,
will start March 26 and run
through April 22.
Participants meet three
times a week for a one-hour
training session with their
four to five person group and
designated trainer.
"It's basically working with
a personal trainer in a small
group," Feasel continued.
"The trainer understands
that everyone has different
physical limitations, so one
day they'll be in the weight
room, and another day they'll
be on ellipticals. It's really a
whole body experience."
Feasel also extolled the
virtues of the trainers.
"They are all nationally
certified, and they all just
really have a passion for
keeping people healthy."
Rob Crump, a trainer at
the Recreation Center, enjoys
watching
people
achieve
results, not only as a part of
the Biggest Loser program,
but in general.
"My favorite part is the look
on their faces when they see
results," he said. "I actually
had a group of ladies last year
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who together lost 70 percent
of their body fat, and that's
pretty incredible."
Both Feasel and Crump
agreed the program is an
incredible deal for the type of
program that is offered.
"People should participate
not only because of the
quality of our trainers, but
also because it's super cheap.,"
Crump said. "For the price of
$60, they're getting something
that would normally cost over
$200.
"It's a great support group,
with quality training you'd
get if you were training with a
trainer one-on-one."
"You really get to know
your group as well. All of the
teams make up team names
and meet every Friday for
individual weigh-ins," Feasel
said. "It's really fun. It's not
like we're Jillian Michaels
from the television show."
"I mean, it's just a great
way to start off the new year,
and it shows how wonderful
our trainers are," she added.
"Some people are here to take
advantage of the deal or just
to develop a fitness regimen.
It's such as great program."
Crump
echoed
those
sentiments, stating that the
Biggest Loser program is the

perfect jumping off point for
everyone.
"A lot of people who sign up
for this program have limited
experience with exercise," he
said. "It's great to get them
into the habit of leading a
healthy lifestyle, because after
that, it's sort of a snowball
effect that keeps going."
Registration'for session two
of the Biggest Loser program
is open until March 21, and
the actual four-week training
session begins March 26 and
ends April 22. Register at the
Student Recreation Center
and pay the $60 fee with your
Pirate Card.

SIMPLE FEDERAL
TAX RETURN
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Crime
FROM PAGE 1
phone was not in those places either.
"We were never able to determine
if it was stolen at Armstrong,"
Sullivan said. "We don't know if it
was taken from the classroom.
"We don't know if it was lost or
stolen. It was not turned in."
After using iCloud, the teacher
claimed her phone was in Pooler,
but she provided a class roster to
Zike.
"A police officer interviewed
all the students in the classroom,
and they all said the same thing,"
Sullivan said. "No one saw anybody
take anything.
"I don't believe she ever got her
phone back, but she did have it
turned off.
"There's a lot of unknowns about
this one."

Couple breaks out in fight
Officer Tiffany Land and Lt.
Joe Peny were dispatched to
University Terrace I regarding a
domestic dispute between two
students. Residential assistants and
professional staff were present when
the officers arrived.
The male was sitting on the
common area couch when the
officers walked into the apartment.
He appeared to have a circular
bruise on his upper left cheek.
The male student claimed he tried
to leave when things got heated
between him and his girlfriend, but
she barricaded the door and hit him
with a closed fist.
Both of the students said they
started watching movies around
7 p.m. and were drinking alcohol
together. They then started arguing
about each others families and the
fight turned physical.
The male claimed his girlfriend
disrespected his mother and told
her to slow down after drinking

too much. Then he claimed she
bit him in the face, so he punched
her in self-defense. He told officers
he didn't want to be kicked out of
school because of the incident. The
male student claimed he originally
came to his girlfriend's apartment
to console her after she had a fight
with her mother.
The girlfriend had a small bag of
ice over her left eye. Land noticed
her eye was swollen shut and
bruised. She claimed her boyfriend
hit her on top of her head, and
there was a bump. She told Land
the argument began when the male
student urinated in the sink.
The boyfriend claimed it was
the first time, and he only did it so
he wouldn't wake his girlfriend's
roommate. The girlfriend claimed
she only hit him because she did not
want him to leave after he hit her
without hurting him back, but she
claimed to have only hit him with
an orange juice bottle.
The female students said this was
the first time her boyfriend had hit
her in the face. In her statement,
she admitted to calling 911 around
1:33 a.m. EMS was notified of the
students' injuries*. The male student
refused medical treatment, but EMS
did treat the girlfriend.
"They were both banned from all
Housing areas except where they
lived," Sullivan said.
The students were issued citations
for disorderly conduct and unlawful
for minor to drink or possess alcohol,
as well as Armstrong citations for
housing curfew violations.
It's not the first time the couple
has incurred an offense, Sullivan
said.
"It's been turned over to Student
Affairs to determine whether or not
they will be able to remain residence
at Armstrong."
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